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Comparing objects to find their similarities or, equivalently, dissimilarities, 
is a fundamental issue in many fields including pattern recognition, image 
analysis, drug design, the study of thermodynamic costs of computing, cog-
nitive science, etc. Various models have been introduced to measure the 
degree of similarity or dissimilarity in the literature. In the latter case the 
degree of dissimilarity is also often referred to as the distance. While some 
distances are straightforward to compute, e.g. the Hamming distance for bi-
nary strings, the Euclidean distance for geometric objects; some others are 
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formulated as combinatorial optimization problems and thus pose nontriv-
ial challenging algorithmic problems, sometimes even uncomputable, such 
as the universal information distance between two objects [4]. 
Distances based on the notion of economic transformation usually fall 
in the latter category. In a nutshell, a transform based distance model 
assumes a set of transformation operations or moves, each associated with a 
fixed cost, which can be applied on the objects in the domain studied. The 
set of transformation operations should be complete in the sense that any 
object can be transformed into any other object by performing a sequence 
of such operations. The distance between two objects is then defined as the 
minimum cost of any sequence of operations transforming one object into 
the other. 8 The best known transform based distances are perhaps the 
edit distances for strings [40], labaled trees [43, 48] and graphs [49] using 
operations insertion, deletion, and replacement. The edit distances have 
applications in many fields including computational molecular biology and 
text processing, and have been studied extensively in both the literature 
and practical settings. For example, the UNIX command diff is essentially 
based on string edit distance. String edit distance is also a particularly 
suitable model for biological molecular sequence comparison because the edit 
operations often represent the most common form of evolutionary events. 
In this chapter, we survey recent results on some transformation based 
distances for evolutionary trees (also called phylogenies). Such a tree is an 
·unordered tree, it has uniquely labeled leaves and unlabeled interior nodes, 
can be unrooted or rooted if the evolutionary origin is known, can be un-
weighted or weighted if the evolutionary length on each edge is known, and 
usually has internal nodes of degree 3. Reconstructing the correct evolution-
ary tree for a set of species is one of the fundamental yet difficult problems in 
evolutionary genetics. Over the past few decades, many approaches for re-
constructing evolutionary trees have been developed, including (not exhaus-
tively) parsimony [12, 15, 39], compatibility [32], distance [16, 38], maximum 
likelihood [12, 13, 3]. The outcomes of these methods usually depend on the 
data and the amount of computational resources applied. As a result, in 
practice they often lead to different trees on the same set of species [28]. 
It is thus of interest to compare evolutionary trees produced by different 
methods, or by the same method on different data. Several distance models 
for evolutionary trees have been proposed in the literature. Among them, 
8 Usually the operations are reversible so we do not have to specify the direction of a 
transformation. 
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the best known is perhaps the nearest neighbor interchange (nni) distance 
introduced independently in [37] and [35]. We will focus on nni and a closely 
related distance called the subtree-transferdistance introduced in [19, 20] for 
dealing with evolutionary histories involving events like recombinations or 
gene conversions. Some variants of these distances will also be discussed. 
Since computing each such distance is NP-hard, our main interest is in the 
design of efficient approximation algorithms with guaranteed performance 
ratios. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first formally define 
the nni and subtree-transfor distances as well as a variant of subtree-transfer 
distance, called the linear-cost subtree-transjer distance, in Section 2. It is 
also demonstrated that the nni distance coincides with the linear-cost sub-
tree distance on unweighted evolutionary trees. Section 3 presents results 
concerning the nni distance on both weighted and unweighted evolutionary 
trees. In particular, we give some tight upper and lower bounds on the nni 
distance, prove that computing the nni distance is NP-hard, which was a 
long-standing open problem, and give some logarithmic ratio approximation 
algorithms. Section 4 is concerned with the subtree-transfer distance on un-
weighted evolutionary trees. The main results include the NP-hardness of 
computing the subtree-transfer distance and an approximation algorithm 
with ratio 3. In Section 5, we consider the linear-cost subtree-transfer dis-
tance on weighted evolutionary trees and present a ratio 2 approximation 
algorithm. In Section 6, we discuss a variant of the nni distance for rooted, 
ordernd trees, called the rotation distance, and present a nontrivial approx-
imation algorithm. Some open problems are listed in Section 7. 
vVe assume the reader has the basic knowledge of algorithms and com-
putational complexity (such as NP and P). Consult, e.g., [17] otherwise. 
Unless otherwise mentioned, all the trees in this paper are degree-3 trees 
with uniq'u,e labels on leaves. An edge of a tree is external if it is incident on 
a leaf, otherwise it is internal. 
2 The Nni and Subtree-transfer Distances 
In this section, we first define the nni, subtree-transfer, and linear-cost 
subtree-transfer distances for unweighted trees. Then we extend the nni 
and linear-cost subtree-transfer distances to weighted trees. 
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2.1 The Case of U nweighted Trees 
An nni operation swaps two subtrees that are separated by an internal edge 
( u, v), as shown in Figure 1. The nni operation is said to operate on this 
Figure 1: The two possible nni operations on an internal edge ( u, v): ex-
change B ,.__.. C or B ,.__.. D. 
internal edge. The nni distance, Dnn·i(T1, T2), between two trees T1 and T2 is 
defined as the minimum number of nni operations required to transform one 
tree into the other. Although the distance has been studied extensively in the 
literature [37, :35, 47, 6, 10, 5, 25, 26, 29, 42, 30, 31, 33], the computational 
complexity of computing it has puzzled the research community for nearly 
25 years until recently [7]. 
An nni operation can also be viewed as moving a subtree past a neigh-
boring internal node. A more general operation is to transfer a subtree from 
one place to another arbitrary place. Figure 2 shows such a 8'ubtree-transfer 
operation. The subtref~-transfer distance, Dst(T1, T2), between two trees Ti 
s5 s5 
one subtree transfer 
\ 
sl ~2 s3 s4 sl s2 s3 s4 
Figure 2: An example of subtree-transfer. 
and T2 is the minimum number of subtrees we need to move to transform 
T1 into T2 [HJ, 20, 22, 8, 7]. 
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It is sometimes appropriate in practice to discriminate among subtree-
transfer operations as they occur with different frequencies. In this case, we 
can charge each subtree-transfer operation a cost equal to the distance (the 
number of nodes passed) that the subtree has moved in the current tree. 
The linear-cost subtree-transfer distance, D1c,st (T1, T2), between two trees 
T1 and T2 is then the minimum total cost required to transform T1 into 
T2 by subtree-transfer operations [8, 7]. Clearly, both subtree-transfor and 
linear-cost subtree-transfer models can also be used as alternative measures 
for comparing evolutionary trees generated by different tree reconstruction 
methods. 
It is easy to demonstrate that the linear-cost subtree-transfer and nni 
distances in fact coincide. As mentioned before, an nni move is just a re-
stricted subtree-transfer where a subtree is only moved across a single node. 
(In Figure 1, the first exchange can alternatively be seen as moving node v 
together with subtree C past node 11, towards subtree A, or vice-versa.) On 
the other hand, a subtree-transfer over a distance d can always be simulated 
by a series of d nni moves. Hence the linear-cost subtree transfer-distance 
is in fact identical to the nni distance. However, it will soon become clear 
that the two models are different on weighted trees. 
2.2 The Case of Weighted Trees 
An evolutionary may also have weights on its edges, where an edge weight 
(more popularly known as branch length in genetics) could represent the evo-
lutionary distance along the edge. Many evolutionary tree reconstruction 
methods, including the distance and maximum likelihood methods, actually 
produce weighted evolutionary trees. Comparison of weighted evolutionary 
trees has recently been studied in [28]. The distance measure adopted is 
based on the difference in the partitions of the leaves induced by the edges 
in both trees, and has the drawback of being somewhat insensitive to the 
tree topologies [14]. Both the linear-cost subtree-transfer and nni mod-
els can be naturally extended to weighted trees. The extension for nni is 
straightforward: An nni is simply charged a cost equal to the weight of the 
edge it operates on. In the case of linear-cost subtree-transfer, although the 
idea is immediate, i.e. a moving subtree should be charged for the weighted 
distance it travels, the formal definition needs some care and is given below. 
Consider ( unrooted) trees in which each edge e has a weight w ( e) 2: 0. To 
ensure feasibility of transforming a tree into another, we require the total 
weight of all edges to equal one. A subtree-transfer is defined as follows. 
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Select a subtree S of T at a given node u and select an edge e r/. S. Split the 
edge e into two edges ei and e2 with weights w(e1) and w(e2) (w(e1), w(e2) 2 
0, w(ei) + w(e2) = w(e)), and move S to the common end-point of ei and 
e2. Finally, merge the two remaining edges e' and e" adjacent to u into one 
edge with weight w(e') +w(e"). The cost of this subtree-transfer is the total 
weight of all the edges over which Sis moved. Figure 2.2 gives an example. 
The edge-weights of the given tree are normalized so that their total sum is 
1. The subtree S is transferred to split the edge e4 to e5 and e1 such that 
w(e5), w( e1) 2 0 and w(e5) +w(e1) = w(e4); finally, the two edges ei and e2 
are merged to e5 such that w(e5) = w(e1) + w(e2). The cost of transferring 
Sis w(e2) + w(e3) + w(e5). 
e I "2 ~ •4 es ~ e6 e7 
I,*, I I 111 I \ 
I \ s I 
I s 
!..-------~ 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3: Subtree-transfer on weighted phylogenies. Tree (b) is ob-
tained from tree (a) with one subtree-transfer. 
Note that for weighted trees, the linear-cost subtree-transfer model is 
more general than the nni model in the sense that we can slide a subtree 
along an edge with subtree-transfers. Such an operation is not realizable 
with nni moves. Intuitively both these measures, especially the nni distance, 
are more sensitive to the tree topologies than the one in [28]. 
3 Computing the N ni Distance 
In this section, we discuss the complexity of computing the nni distance 
between labeled or unlabeled trees, either exactly or approximately. We first 
discuss the case of unweighted trees, and then consider the more general case 
of weighted trees. 
3.1 U nweighted trees: Computing nni distance exactly 
The nearest neighbor interchange (nni) distance was introduced indepen-
dently in [37] and [35]. The complexity of computing the uni distance has 
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been open for 25 years (since [37]). The problem is surprisingly subtle given 
the history of many erroneous results, disproved conjectures, and a faulty 
NP-completeness proof [47, 5, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33]9 
K. Culik II and D. Wood [6] (improved later by [33]) proved that n log n+ 
O(n) nni moves are sufficient to transform a tree of n leaves to any other 
tree with the same set of leaves. D. Sleator, R. Tarjan, and W. Thurston [42] 
proved an 0( n log n) lower bound for most pair of trees. A restricted version 
of the nni operation, known as the tree rotation operation (discussed in 
Section 6), was considered in [41] and a trivial approximation algorithm 
with approximation ratio of 2 was given. But given two individual pair 
of trees, computing the nni distance between them (either for labeled or 
unlabeled trees) has been a long standing open question until recently when 
this problem was settled (for both labeled and unlabeled trees) in [7, 9]. 
Theorem 1 Computing the nni distance {between two labeled or unlabeled 
trees) ·is NP-complete. 
We provide a rough sketch of the proof of Theorem 1 for labeled trees 
(which is the more difficult case). The proof is by a reduction from Exact 
Cover by 3-Sets (X3C), which is known to be NP-complete [17], to our 
problem. Recall that, given an instance S = { s1, ... , sm}, where m = 3q, 
and C1' ... ' Cn, where ci ={sip Si21 Sia}, the X3C problem is to find disjoint 
sets Cii, ... , Ciq such that UJ=l Cii = S. We will construct two trees Ti and 
T2 with unique leaf labels, such that transforming from Ti into T2 requires 
at most N (to be specified later) nni moves iff an exact cover of S exists. 
Here is an outline of our reduction. We can perform sorting with nni 
moves and thus view nni as a special sorting problem. A sequence x1 ... Xk 
can be represented as a linear tree as in Figure 4. For convenience, such 
a linear tree will be simply called a sequence of length k. Sorting such a 
sequence means to transform it by nni operations to a linear tree whose 
leaves are in ascending order. 
x2 xk-1 
x1 I I I I I I I I I xk 
Figure 4: A linear tree with k leaves. 
9 In [29], the author reduced the Partition problem to nni by constructing a tree of i 
nodes for a number i, in an attempt to prove the NP-hardness of computing nni distance 
between unlabeled trees. 
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To construct the first tree T1, for each s; E S, we create a sequence Si 
of leaves that takes a "large" number of nni moves to sort. We will make 
sure that Si and Sj are "very different" permutations for each pair ·i f j, in 
the sense that we cannot hope to have the sequence S; sorted for free while 
sorting the sequence Sj by nni moves and vice versa. Then for each set 
Ci = { S·i 1 , si 2 , Si3 }, we create three sequences with the same permutations 
as the sequences Si1 , Si2 , Si 3 , respectively, but with distinct labels. Such n 
groups of sequences for C1, ... , C71 , each consisting of three sequences, will 
be placed "far away" from each other and from the rn sequences S 1, ... , Sm 
in tree T1. Tree T2 has the same structure as Ti except that all sequences 
are sorted. 
Here is the connection between exactly covering S and transforming T1 
into T2 by nni moves. To transform T1 into T2, all we need is to sort the 
sequences defined above. If there is an exact cover Ci 1 , ••• , Ciq of S, we can 
partition the m sequences Si, ... , Sm into !ff = q groups, according to the 
cover. For each Cj (j =ii, ... , ·iq) in the cover, we send the corresponding 
group of sequences Sj1 , Sj2 , Sh to their counterparts, merge the three pairs of 
sequences with identical permutations, sort the three permutations, and then 
split the pairs and transport the three sorted versions of SJi , S12, S53 back 
to their original locations in the tree. Thus, imitead of sorting six sequences 
separately, we do three merges, three sortings, three splits, and a round trip 
transportation of three sequences. Our construction will guarantee that the 
latter is significantly cheaper. If there is no exact cover of S, then either 
some sequence S; will be sorted separately or we will have to send at least 
q + 1 groups of sequences baek and forth. The construction guarantees that 
both cases will cost significantly more than the previous case. 
We now give more details. Apparently many difficult questions have to 
be answered: How can we find these m sequences S1, ... , Sm that are hard 
to sort by nni moves? How do we make sure that sorting one such sequence 
will never help to sort others? How can we ensure that it is most beneficial 
to bring the sequences Sj1 , Sj2 , S13 to their counterparts defined for Cj to 
get sorted, and not the other way? 
We begin with the construction of the sequences Si, ... , Sm. Recall that 
each such sequence is actually a linear tree, as in Figure 4. Intuitively, it 
would be a good idea to take a long and difficult-to-sort sequence and break 
it into rn pieces of equal length. But this simple idea does not work for 
two reasons. First, such a sequence probably cannot be found in polynomial 
time. Second, even we find such a sequence, because the upper bound 
in [6, 33] and the lower bound in [42] (see [33]) do not match, these pieces may 
still help each other in sorting possibly by merging, sorting together, and 
then splitting. The following lemma states that there exists two sequences 
of constant size that are hard to sort and do not help each other in sorting. 
We vvill build our m. sequences using these two sequences. 
Lemma 2 For any positive constant E > 0, there exists infinitely many k 
for which there is a constant c and two seq·uences x and y of length k such 
that (i) each of them takes at least (c - c)k log k nni moves to sort, (ii) each 
of them takes at most ck log k nni moves to sort, and (iii) it takes at least 
(l-c)c(2k) log(2k) nni moves to sort both ofthern together, i.e. the sequence 
xy. 
Proof. Note that for any c, k, x, y, statements (ii) and (iii) imply statement 
(i). So it suffices to prove the existence of a constant c and an infinite 
number of k's that satisfy conditions (ii) and (iii). 
From the results in [6, 33, 42], we know that for each k, there exists a se-
quence of k leaves such that sorting the sequence takes at most k log k+O(k) 
nni moves and at least ~klogk- O(k) nni moves. Let us define Ck, for any 
k, as the maximum number of nni steps to sort any sequence of length k, 
divided by k log k. Since ! - o( 1) :::; Ck :::; 1 + o( 1) there must be infinitely 
many k satisfy c2k ;:::: Ck - ~. Taking x and y to be the two halves of a 
hardest sequence of length 2k, for large enough such k, and taking c = Ck, 
one can see that conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. D 
Let E = 1/2, k a sufficiently large integer satisfying Lemma 2 and c, x, y 
the corresponding constant and sequences. Next we use x and y, each of 
length k, to construct rn long sequences S1, ... , Sm. Choose m distinct 
binary sequences in { 0, l} IJogm l. Replace each letter 0 with the sequence 
xm3 and each letter 1 with the sequence ym3 . Give each occurrence of x and 
y unique labels. Insert in front of every x and y block a delimiter sequence of 
length k2 with unique labels. This results in sequences S1, ... , Sm, all with 
distinct labels. We can show that these sequences have the desired properties 
concerning sorting. The m sequences will have specific orientations in the 
tree; let's refer to one end as head and the other end as tail. 
vVe are now ready to do the reduction. From sets S = { si, ... , sm}, 
and C'i, C2, ... , Cn, we construct the two trees Ti and T2 as follows. For 
each element si, Ti has a sequence Si as defined above. For each set 
Ci = { Si1 , S.i2 , Si 3 }, we create three sequences Si.ii, Si,-i2 , Si,i3 , with the same 
permutations as Si I' si2' S;.3' respectively, but with different and unique la-
bels (we are not allowed to repeat labels). 
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Figure 5 outlines the structure of tree T1. Here a thick solid line rep-
resents a sequence Si or Si,j with the circled end as head; a dotted line 
represents a toll sequence of rn.2 uniquely labeled leaves; a small black rect-
angle represents a one-way circuit as illustrated in Figure 6(i). The heads 
s [XJ 
doubly tree 
connection. 
___ /c:: E======= 
- - -~ ~o =:::::=:::::=:::::=== 
-~ ~======= 
Figure 5: Structure of tree T1 
c, 
en 
of rn sequences at the left of Figure 5 are connected by two full binary trees 
connected root-to-root of depth log m. + log n to the n toll sequences, each 
leading to the entrance of a one-way circuit. The exit of each such one-way 
circuit is connected to the t:mtrances of three one-way circuits leading finally 
to the three sequences corresponding to some set C;. 
(i) 
~ ;; r-uj --- r- u~ ';, 
(ii) 
Figure 6: One-way circuit 
A one-way circuit is designed for the purpose of giving free rides to 
subtrees moving first from 'a' to 'b' and then later from 'b' to 'a', while 
imposing a large extra cost for subtrees first moving from 'b' to 'a' and 
then from 'a' to 'b'. We will chooser so large (i.e. r = m4 ) that it is not 
worthwhile to move any sequence Si,j, corresponding to some Ci, to the left 
through the one-way circuits to sort and then move it back to its original 
location in T1. This can be seen as follows. The counterpart of the one-way 
circuit in T2 is as shown in Figure 6(ii). 
In any optimal transformation of circuit (i) to (ii), the u's are paired 
up with the z's first and then the v's are paired with the u-z pairs. This 
requires Ur and v1 to move up and out of the way. The pairing of the 'U's 
essentially provides a shortcut for Ur to reach z1• in half as many steps, and 
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similarly for v1. 
In the following sorting a sequence Si or Si,J means to have each of its 
x/y blocks sorted and then the whole sequence flipped. The tree T2 has the 
same structure as Ti except that 
• all sequences Si and Si,j are sorted. 
• each circuit in Figure 6(i) is changed to (ii). 
Let M be the cost for sorting a sequence Si,j optimally (M can be 
computed easily). The following lemma completes the reduction and thus 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 3 The set S has no exact cover iff Dnni(T1, T2) ~ N +m2/2, where 
N = q(logm+logn)+qm2 +28nm4 -28n+O(q)+3nM +(k2 +6k)m3 logm+ 
0(1). 
\Ve provide an informal sketch of the proof of Lemma 3; the reader is 
referred to [7, 9] for more formal proofs. Assume that we have an exact cover 
for S. First, we show that the one-way circuit in Figure 6 behaves as was 
claimed. This can be seen as follows. The counterpart of the one-way circuit 
in T2 is as shown in Figure 6(ii). Consider any optimal transformation of 
circuit (i) to (ii). A precise breakdown of the cost is as follows: (r - 3)/2 
steps to move Ur up, then r2l times 6 steps to move each u pair down 
betw(,>en the proper z's and pair them up, and one final step to pair Ur· 
The exact same number of steps is needed for the symmetric pairing of v's. 
Hence,assuming r is odd, in total we need 2(r23 + 6r2l + 1) = 7r - 7 nni 
moves. Note that a subtree situated at 'a' can initially pair up with Ur in 
2 steps and move together with it, spending 3 more steps to pop off just 
before Ur pairs with Zr, to end up at 'b'. It can later spend another 5 steps 
to move together with v1 ending up back at 'a'. Going first from 'b' to 'a' 
and then back to 'b' could only be done 'for free' by pairing with v1 first 
and with Ur later, since these are the only leaves to move away from 'b' and 
'a' respectively in an optimal transformation. But for v1 to reach 'a' with 
minimum cost requires collapsing all the v's which imposes an extra cost on 
pairing u's with z's later. The least penalty for moving from 'b' to 'a' back 
to 'b' is thus for v1 not to take the shortcut which costs an extra ; steps. 
In the following sorting a sequence Si or Si,j means to have each of its x / y 
blocks sorted and then the whole sequence flipped. In order to transform T1 
into T2, we need to sort the sequences Si and Si,j and convert each one-way 
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circuit to the structure shown in Figure 6(ii). If the set S has an exact cover 
Ci1 , ••• , Ciq, we can do the transformation efficiently as follows. For each Cj, 
j =ii, ... , iq, in the cover, we send the three sequences Sj1 , Sj2 , Sj3 to their 
counterparts Sj,j1 , Sj,j2 , Sj,js, merge each pair and sort them together, then 
move the sorted Sj1 , Sh, Sj3 sequences back. During this process we also 
get each one-way circuit involved into the correct shape. We then sort the 
other sequences Si,j and get their leading one-way circuits into the correct 
shape. 
The total cost N for this process is calculated as follows. Recall that we 
send precisely q groups of sequences to the right. 
1. The overhead for these q groups to cross the tree connection network: 
q(logm + logn) + 0(1) nni moves. 
2. The cost of crossing the q toll sequences of length m2 before the first 
batch of one-way circuits: qm2 nni moves. 
3. Converting each one-way circuit to the structure in Figure 6(ii) costs 
7r - 7 nni's. Since we select r = m4 and there are in all 4n one-way 
circuits, the total cost is 28nm4 - 28n. 
4. Moving a group of sequences across a one-way circuit and back costs 
0(1) extra nni moves, for each of the q groups. The total cost is 
therefore O(q). 
5. Let M be the cost for sorting a sequence Si,j optimally. A1 can be 
computed easily, given optimal ways to sort an x block and an y block. 
Observe that the k2 delimiter sequences inserted in front of each x/y 
block prevent the folding of any sequence Si,j in an optimal sorting 
procedure, i. e. it will not be beneficial for two blocks on the same 
sequence to be merged and sorted together because it costs at most 
ck log k nni moves to sort a block and k2 nni moves to bring a block 
across a delimiter sequence. Similarly, shrinking any sequence SiJ 
does not help either. So totally we need 3nM nni moves to sort the 
3n sequences defined for Ci, ... Cn-
6. The extra cost of merging each sequence Si with its counterpart Sj,i 
while sorting the latter, and splitting it out when the sorting is done. 
The process is as follows. We sort Sj,i block by block from head to 
tail. Before processing each block, we first merge this block with the 
corresponding block of Si- After sorting this pair of blocks, we split out 
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the sorted block of Si, and move down to the next block of Si, passing 
a delimiter path of length k2 length. So the extra cost to sorting Sj,i 
is (k2 + 6k)m3 logm. Observe that the above process automatically 
reverses Sj,i and Si. 
Conversely, suppose that S has no exact cover. Then to transform T1 
into T2, either we have to send q + 1 groups to the right crossing the one-
way circuits or some sequence Si is sorted separately from Sj,i 's or some 
sequence Si is sorted together with a "wrong" sequence Sj,h, where h =I i. 
In the first case, the cost will be increased by m2 nni moves, which is the 
cost of moving an extra group past a delimiter sequence of length m2. In the 
last case, at least one segment of m3 x's is sorted together with a segment 
of y's. By Lemma 2 and the choice E = 0.5, this is not much better than 
sorting the two segments separately and costs at least 0.5cm3 k log k - m3 k 
more nni moves than sorting one such segment, which is larger than m2 
for sufficiently large k and m. The second case introduces an extra cost of 
(0.5cm3klogklogm) - m 3klogm - m2 by Lemma 2, which is again larger 
than ni2 for sufficiently large k and m. 
Notice that in the above definition of N, the bounds in items 2,3,5,6 are 
all optimal. The bounds in items 1 and 4 are the worst case overheads and 
may not be optimal. But these two items only account for O(m(logm + 
logn)) nni moves, which is not sufficient to compensate for the extra cost 
m2 given above. This completes the sketch of proof of Lemma 3. 
In practice, however, the trees to be compared usually have small nni 
distances between them and it is of interest to devise efficient algorithms 
for computing the optimal nni sequence when the nni distance is small, say 
d. An nO(d) algorithm for this problem is trivial. With careful inspection, 
one can derive an algorithm that runs in O(nO(l) · dO(d2 )) time. It turns out 
that by using the results in [42, 33], we could improve this asymptotically to 
0( n2 log n + n . 223d/2) time. To be precise, the following result was proved 
in [7, 8]. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that the nni distance between T1 and T2 is at most d. 
Then, an optimal seq'uence of nni operations transforming T1 into T2 can be 
comp·uted in O(n2 logn + n · 223d/2) time. 
A sketch of proof of Theorem 4 is as follows. Let T1 and T2 be the two 
trees being compared. An edge e1 E T1 is good if there is another edge 
e2 E T2 such that e1 and e2 partition the leaf labels of T1 and T2 identically; 
ei is bad otherwise. It is easy to see that T1 contains at least 1 and at 
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most d bad edges. Moreover, assume that these bad edges form t connected 
components B1, ... , Bt (1 :::;; t :::;; d). As observed in [33], for an optimal nni 
transformation, sometimes one or more nni operations are needed across a 
good internal edge of T1. Consider the set of at most d - 1 good edges in 
T1 across which at least one nni operation is performed in an optimal nni 
sequence. This set of good edges form at most d - 1 connected components 
in T1. Consider any one such connected component S. Since good edges in 
T1 and T2 partition the trees in similar manner, it is very easy to see that 
there must be at least one connected component B; sharing a vertex with 
S. 
Using these observations, one can devise the algorithm shown in the 
next page. Figure 7 illustrates how the algorithm works. Figure 7(a) shows 
two bad edges a, /3 in T1 (shown by thick lines) forming two connected 
components (t = 2). In Figure 7(b) we show one choice of two subtrees 
containing k1 a,nd k2 edges, and including the edges a and (3, respectively. 
For each subtree, algorithm NNI-d computes all possible nni sequences such 
that at most :3 nni are performed across edges of each subtree. 
How fast does the algorithm run? There are at most (di~-l) < 25d/2 
choices for the integers ki, ... , kt (using the fact that (j) ::::; (2.8n/j)J). Note 
that any subtree of k edges including a fixed edge can be represented by a 
rooted binary tree on k + 2 nodes (the root corresponding to the middle of 
the fixed edge), hence there are at most Ck+2 = k~3 (2/::24) :::;; 22k such trees. 
It follows that the total number of choices for the subtrees Ai, ... , At (for 
any particular value of ki, ... , kt) is at most 22:::'.=1 ((2k;+l)) ::::; 23d. For each 
tree Ai, the number of sequences of k; nni operations to consider is at most 
3k;-l24k; < 26k; by Lemma 1 of [3~-l]. Combining everything, the number 
of trees we have to examine is at most 25d/2 · 23d . 26d < 223d/2 . The set of 
all good edges of T1 can be found in O(n2 logn) time and this time bound 
is also sufficiE•nt to find the connected components of good edges. Using 
the adjacency-list representation of trees, updating a tree during a single 
nni operation can easily be done in 0(1) time, and whether two trees are 
isomorphic can be easily checked in O(n) time. Hence, this algorithm finds 
an optimal nni sequence in O(n2 logn + n · 22:~d/ 2 ) time. 
3.2 U nweighted trees: Computing nni distance approximately 
Since computing the nni distance is NP-hard, the next obvious question 
is: can we get a good appro:rirnation of the distance? The following result 
appeared in [33]. 
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For every choice of integers ki, ... , kt ~ 1, I:i=l ki ::; d do 
For every choice of subtrees Ai, ... , At of T1 such that 
Ai has at most ki edges and contains the component Bi do 
Examine all sequence of nni transformations across edges 
of all Ai 's such that no more than ki nni operations 
are performed across the edges of Ai 
Among all sequences examined, select the one of shortest length that 
transforms T1 to T2 
Algorithm NNI-d for the case when nni distance is bounded 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7: Illustration of how Algorithm NNI-d works (d = 6, ki = k2 = 3, 
t = 2). 
Theorem 5 The nni distance can be polynomial time approa;imated within 
a factor oflogn + 0(1). 
Proof. Given two trees, To, Ti, we first identify the bad edges in To with 
respect to T1 . These edges induce a subgraph of To consisting of one or more 
components, each of which is a subtree of To. Each bad-edge component 
links up the same set of neigh boring shared-edge-components in To and Ti, 
but it does so in different ways. 
The algorithm transforms To into T1 by transforming each non-shared 
edge component separately. Consider a component consisting of k non-
shared edges in To. This links up k + 3 shared-edge-components, which we 
can consider as leaves for the purpose of linking them up differently. So we 
want to transform Co into C1, where Ci is the (k + 3)-tree corresponding 
to the component in Ti. By the 'compression'-method of [6], the distance 
between Co and C1 is at most 4(k + 3) log(k + 3) + ( 4 - log 3) (k + 3) - 12. 
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On the other hand, it is clear that any transformation from To into T1 must 
use at least one nni operation on every non-shared edge. 
The approximation factor of this algorithm is at most 
2: 4(k + :~) log(k + 3) + (4 - log3)(k + 3) - 12 < 4nlogn + O(n) 
l:k - n-3 ' 
since 2: k is at most the number of internal edges, which is n - 3. D 
As is apparent from the previous two sections, the question of the com-
putability of the nni distance measure, which we will denote by d, has gen-
erated a lot of interest. Of course, a brute force method can be employed 
which searches all (or a significant fraction of) trees in exponential time and 
space ([3:3] implemented a C program that uses O(n) space to find the dis-
tance of any tree to a given one using a brute-force approach and could run it 
for trees up to size 11). In an attempt to improve efficiency, Waterman and 
Smith in [47] propose another distance measure, "closest partition" which 
they conjecture is actually equal to d. The closest partition distance c(T, S) 
for trees sharing a partition is defined recursively as the sum of the two 
distances between the corresponding smaller parts resulting from splitting 
each tree into two. For trees T, S not sharing a partition it is defined as 
k + c(R, S), where k is the minimum number of nni operations required 
to transform a tree T into a tree R that shares a partition with tree S. 
Note that the nondeterminism in choosing R makes this measure somewhat 
ill-defined. They base their conjecture on what [10] aptly calls a decom-
posability property (DP) of nni. Informally, DP says that if two trees can 
each be split at some internal edge into identical subsets of leaves, then an 
optimal transformation of one into the other can be found in which no nni 
operation affects that internal edge. This claim appears in [47] as Theo-
rem 4. It's proof however appeals to their Theorem 3, which was shown 
invalid in [26] with a 6-node counterexample. Consequently, [26] concludes 
that the status of Theorem 4 is unresolved, and observes that Theorem 5 
of [47] is a single step version of the Waterman and Smith's conjecture that 
c =d. This conjecture was shown to fail in [26] and [5] in a weak sense (for 
some choices that c allows), and shortly thereafter in [25] in a strong sense 
(for all choices in defining c). These papers also point out that computation 
of c appears to require exponential time as well, since there is no obvious 
bound on k in the definition of c. The work in [30] shows a logarithmic gap 
between measures c and d. Their example is a pair of trees, each on n = 2k 
nodes equidistant from the central internal edge. In one tree, the leaves can 
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be drawn in normal order, while in the other, the leaves can be drawn in 
bit-reverse order (e.g. 0,4,2,6,1,5,2,7). For this pair of trees one can show 
d = 8(n), whereas c = 8(nlogn) (in the weak sense at least). Finally, the 
follmving result was proved in [33], serving as a counterexample to all three 
theorems 3, 4, and 5 of [47]. 
Lemma 6 There are trees To, Ti sharing a partition which is not shared by 
any inteT'mediate tree on a shortest path from To to T1 . 
3.3 Weighted trees: generalizing the nni distance 
In this section we discuss how to generalize the nni distance between two 
trees T1 and T2 when both T1 and T2 are weighted. The cost of an nni 
operation is now the weight of the edge across which two subtrees are 
swapped. As mentioned before, many phylogeny reconstruction methods 
produce weighted phylogenies. Hence the weighted nni distance problem is 
also VE~ry important in computational molecular biology. NP-completeness 
of the (unweighted) nni distance problem (in Section 3.1) implies the NP-
completeness of the weighted nni distance problem also. 
The authors in [7, 9] present a polynomial time algorithm with logarith-
mic approximation ratio for computing the nni distance on weighted phy-
logenies, generalizing the logarithmic ratio approximation algorithm in [3:3] 
(discussed in Section :{.2). The approximation for the weighted case is con-
siderably more complicated. Note that nni operations can be performed 
only across internal edges. For feasibility of weighted nni transformation 
between two given weighted trees Ti and T2, we require in this section that 
the following conditions are satisfied: (1) for each leaf label a, the weight 
of the edge in Ti incident on a is the same as the weight of the edge in T2 
incident on a, (2) the multisets of weights of internal edges of Ti and T2 are 
the same. 
Theorem 7 Let T1 and T2 be two weighted phylogenies, each with n leaves. 
Then, Dnni(T1, T2) can be approximated to within a factor of 6 + 6 logn in 
O(n2 logn) time. 
Note that the approximation ratio does not depend on the weights. In-
tuitively, the idea of the algorithm is as follows. We first identify "bad" 
components in the tree that need a lot of nni moves in transformation pro-
cess. Then, for each bad component, we put things in correct order by first 
converting them into balanced shapes. But notice that we cannot afford 
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to perform nni operations many times on heavy edges. Furthermore, not 
only the leaf nodes need to be moved to the right places, so do the weighted 
edges. The main difficulty of our algorithm is the careful coordination of 
the transformations so that at most O(logn) nni operations are performed 
on each heavy edge. 
4 Computing the Subtree-Transfer Distance 
Figure 8: The operations. 
In this section, we show that computing the subtree-transfer distance 
between two evolutionary trees is NP-hard and give an approximation al-
gorithm with performance ratio 3. Before we prove the results, it is again 
convenient to reformulate the problem. Let T1 and T2 be two evolutionary 
trees on set 8. An agreement forest of T1 and T2 is any forest which can be 
obtained from both T1 mid T2 by cutting k edges (in each tree) for some k 
and applying forced contractions in each resulting component trees. Define 
the size of a forest as the number of components it contains. Then the rnax-
irn1trn agreement forest (MAF) problem is to find an agreement forest with 
the smallest size. The following lemma shows that MAF is really equivalent 
to computing the subtree-transfer distance. 
Lemma 8 The size of a MAF of T1 and T2 is one more than their S'Ubtree-
transfer distance. 
The lemma can be proven by a simple induction on the number of leaves. 
Intuitively, the lemma says that the transfer operations can be broken down 
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Y2m-l Y2m 
(a) (b) 
Figure 9: (a) The tree T1. (b) The subtree Ai. 
into two stages: first we cut off the subtrees to be transferred from the rest in 
T1 (not worrying where to put them), then we assemble them appropriately 
to obtain T2. This separation will simplify the proofs. 
4.1 The NP-hardness 
Theorem 9 It is NP-hard to compute the s·ubtree-transfer distance between 
two b·inary trees. 
Proof. (Sketch) The reduction is from Exact Cover by 3-Sets. Let S = 
{ s1, s2, ... Sm} be a set and C1, ... , Cn be an instance of this problem. As-
sume m = 3q. 
The tree T1 is formed by inserting n subtrees Ai, ... , An into a chain con-
taining 2n + 2m leaves x1, ... , X2n, y1, ... , Y2m uniformly. (See Figure 9(a).) 
Each Ai corresponds to ci = { Ci,l, Ci,2, Ci,3}, and has 9 leaves as shown in 
Figure 9(b). Suppose that Cj,J'' ck,k' and cl,l' are the three occurrences of 
an Si ES in C. Then in T2, we have a subtree Bi as shown in Figure lO(a). 
For each Ci, we also have a subtree Di in T2 as shown in Figure lO(b). The 
subtrees are arranged as a linear chain as shown in Figure lO(c). 
Note that, each adjacent pair of subtrees Ai and Ai+1 in T1 is sepa-
rated by a chain of length 2 which also appears in T2. Thus, to form a 
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'Uj,j' 
Uk,k' 
U/,l' 
Vj,j' 
vk,k' vz,11 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 10: (a) The subtree Bi· (b) The subtree Di· (c) The tree T2. 
MAF of T1 and T2, our best strategy is clearly to cut off Ai, A2, ... , An 
in T1 and similarly cut off B1, B2, ... , Bm in T2. This then forces us to 
cut off D1, D2, ... , Dn in T2. Now in each Ai, we can either cut off the 
leaves ·ui,1, v;,1, 'Ui,2, vi,'2, ui,3, Vi,3 to form a subtree containing three leaves 
ai,l, ai,2, ni,3 (yielding 6 + 1 = 7 components totally), or we can cut off ai,l, 
ai,2, and ai,3· In the second case, we will be forced to also cut links between 
the three subtrees containing leaves { Ui,l, Vi,i}, { u;,2, Vi,2} and { u;,3, Vi,3} re-
spectively, as the Bi's are already separated. Hence in this case the best we 
can hope for is 3 + 3 = 6 components (if we can keep all three 2-leaf subtrees 
in the agreement forest). 
It can be shown that C has an exact cover of S if and only if T1 and T2 
have an agreement forest of size 1 + 6q + 7(n - q) = 7n - q + 1. D 
4.2 An Approximation Algorithm of Ratio 3 
Our basic idea is to deal with a pair of sibling leaves a, b in the first tree T1 
at a time. If the pair a and b are siblings in the second tree T2, we replace 
this pair with a new leaf labeled by (a, b) in both trees. Otherwise, we will 
cut T2 until a and b become siblings or separated. Eventually both trees 
will be cut into the same forest. Five cases need be considered. Figure 11 
illustrate the first four cases. The last case (Case ( v)) is that a and b are 
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Ai A1c Ai A1c Ai 
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4 4 4 
a b a b 
(iii) (iv) 
Figure 11: The first four cases of a and bin T2. 
also siblings in T2. 
The approximation algorithm is given in Figure 12. The variable N 
records the number of components (or the number of cuts plus 1). 
Theorem 10 The approximation ratio of the algorithm in Figure 12 is 3, 
i.e., it always prod·uces an agreement forest of size at most three times the 
size of a MAF for Ti and T2. 
The NP-hardness proof can be easily strengthened to work for MAX 
SNP-hardness. Thus there is no hope for a polynomial-time approxima-
tion scheme for this problem. Moreover, the small distance exact algorithm 
described in section 3 for nni also works here. 
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Input: T1 and T2. 
0. N := l; 
l. For a pair of sibling leaves a, b in T1, 
consider how they appear in T2 and cut the trees: 
Case (i): Cut off the middle subtree A in T2; N := N + l; 
Case (ii): Cut off a and bin both T1 and T2; N := N + 2; 
Case {iii): Cut off a and b in both T1 and T2; N := N + 2; 
Case {'iv): Cut off bin T1; 
Case (v): Heplace this pair with a new leaf labeled (a,b) in both T1 and T2; 
2. If some component in the forest for T1 has size larger than 1, repeat Step l. 
Output: The forest and N. 
Figure 12: The approximation algorithm of ratio 3. 
5 Linear-Cost Subtree-Transfer Distance on Weighted 
Phylogenies 
In this section we investigate the linear-cost subtree-transfer model on weighted 
phylogenies. 
5.1 An NP-hardness Result 
It is open whether the linear-cost subtree-transfer problem is NP-hard for 
weighted phylogenies. However, we can show that the problem is NP-hard 
for weighted trees with non-uniquely labeled leaves. 
Theorem 11 Let T1 and T2 be two weighted trees with (not necessarily 
'Uniq'uely) labeled leaves. Then, cornpv,ting Dst(T1, T2) is NP-hard. 
Proof. Our proof is by a reduction from the following E:r:act Cover by 3-Sets 
(X3C) problem. 
INSTANCE: s = {s1, ... ' Sm}, where m = 3q, and C1, ... ' Cn, where ci = 
{sipSi21Bi3} ~ S. 
QUESTION: Are there q disjoint sets C;.1 , ..• , Ciq such that UJ=l Cij = S ? 
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X:3C is known to be NP-complete [17]. Given an instance of the X3C 
problem, we will construct two trees T1 and T2 with leaf labels (not neces-
sarily unique) as shown in Figure 5.1, such that transforming from T1 into 
T2 requires subtree-transfers of total cost exactly 1 iff an exact cover of S 
exists. 
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Figure 1:3: Trees T1 and T2 used in the proof of Theorem 11. The leaf labels 
are shown beside the corresponding leaves. The notations for some of the 
internal edges are shown beside the corresponding edges. The edge weights 
are as follows: w(eaJ = w(ea2 ) = · · · = w(eaJ = w(eµJ = w(eµ 2 ) = · · · = 
w(ef3n-q) = t, w(e-y1 ) = w(e-y2 ) = · · · = w(e-rm) = 3~,, and all other edges 
have zero weights. 
T1 has n long arms, a1, ... , an. T2 has n - q long arms, /31, ... , /3n-q, 
and rn short arms, 'Yl, ... , I'm. Each long ( resp. short) arm consists of an 
edge of weight t (resp. :~~'), with three leaves (resp. one leaf) labeled by the 
same label ::r: (:r tf. S), connected to it as shown in Figure 5.1. For notational 
convenience, let ea, (resp. eµ 1 , e-y1 ) denote the edge of non-zero weight in 
the long arm ai (resp. in the long arm /3i, in the short arm 'Yd- In T1, at 
the bottom of the ·ith long arm O:i, we attach a subtree ti consisting of three 
leaves, as shown in Figure 5.1, labeled by the three elements Si 1 , Si2 and S·is 
of Ci. At the bottom of each long arm of T2, there are no additional subtrees 
attached. The labeling of the remaining leaves of T2 is as follows: 
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• At the bottom of the ith short arm 'Yi, we attach a leaf labeled by Si· 
• The remaining 3n - rn leaf labels (each leaf label is an element of S) 
are associated (in any order) with the 3n - m leaves in the middle of 
T2 between the long and the short arms. 
Note that the trees T1 and T2 are not uniquely labeled. The following 
claim proves the correctness of the NP-hardness reduction. 
Dst(T1, T2) = 1 iff there is a solution of the X3C problem. 
A proof of the above claim can be found in [8]. D 
5.2 An Approximation Algorithm 
In this section, we present an approximation algorithm for computing the 
linear-cost subtree-transfer distance on weighted trees. First, we introduce 
some notations and a lower bound on the subtree-transfer distance which will 
be useful in subsequent proofs. For any tree T, let E(T) (resp. V(T)) denote 
the edge set (resp. node set) of T and L(T) denote the set of leaf nodes 
of T. An external edge of T incident on a leaf node a is denoted by er( a). 
Let Eint(T) and Eext(T) denote the set of internal and external edges of T, 
respectively. For a subset E' ~ E(T), define w(E') = 2=eEE' w(e). Define 
Wint(T) = w(Eint(T)) and Wext(T) = w(Eext(T)). Partition Eext(T1) into 
three subsets as follows: 
Eext,Ti>T2 (T1) = {er1 (a) I w(er1 (a)) > w(er2 (a))} 
Eext,1\=T2 (T1) = {er1 (a) I w(e1\ (a))= w(er2 (a))} 
Eext,T1 <T2 (T1) = {er1 (a) I w(er1 (a))< w(er2 (a))} 
Wext,T1 >T2 (T1) L w(er1 (a)) - w(er2 (a)) 
er1 (a)EEext,T1>T2(T1) 
Similarly, Eea.,t(T2) can be partitioned into: Eext,Ti>T2 (T2), Eext,T1=T2 (T2), 
and Eext,T1 <T2 (T2). Wext,'1\ <T2 (T2) is defined analogously. The following 
lemma is easy to prove. 
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\Ve next define the notion of good edge pairs as follows: 
Definition 13 Let ei E Eint(T1) and e2 E Eint(T2). Let T{ and T{' be the 
two subtrees of Ti partitioned by ei. Let T2 and T2' be the two subtrees of 
T2 partitioned by e2. ei and e2 are called a good pair of Ti and T2 iff the 
following two conditions hold: 
1. L(T{) = L(T2_) and L(T{') = L(T2_'). 
2. One of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) w(E(T{)) :::; w(E(T2)) < w(E(T{)) + w(ei); or 
(b) w(E(T2_)):::; w(E(T{)) < w(E(T2_)) +w(e2). 
Lemma 14 If Ti and T2 share no good edge pairs, then: 
(1) Dsi(T1, T2) 2: Wint(T1) + Wext,'.I\>T2 (T1); 
(2) Dsi(T1,T2) 2: Wint(T2) + Wext,T1<T2 (T2). 
Proof. We only prove (1). The proof of (2) follows from (1) and Lemma 12. 
For each edge e E E(T1), we determine the minimum portion of e over which 
some subtrees of Ti must be transferred in order to transform Ti to T2. First, 
consider an edge ei E Eint(T1). By the assumption of the lemma, there is 
no edge e2 in T2 such that ei and e2 are a good pair. There are two cases: 
Case 1. The partition of L(T1) induced by e1 is different from the partition 
of L(T2) induced by any edge in T2. Then, in order to transform Ti to T2, 
some leaf nodes of T1 must be transferred across the entire length of e1. 
Case 2. The partition of L(T1) induced by e1 is the same as the partition of 
L(T2) induced by an edge e2 in T2. Let T{ and T{' be the two subtrees of 
T1 partitioned by ei. Let T2 and T2' be the two subtrees of T2 partitioned 
by e2, where L(T{) = L(T2_) and L(T{') = L(T2'). 
Case 2.1. w(E(T2)) 2: w(E(T{)) +w(e1). In this case, in order to transform 
T{ to T2, some subtree in T{ must be transferred across entire length of 
e1. 
Case 2.2. w(E(T{)) 2: w(E(T2_))+w(e2). This implies: w(E(T{'))+w(e1):::; 
w(E(T2')). In order to transform T{' to T2', some subtree in T{' must be 
transferred across the entire length of ei. 
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In either case, some subtree of Ti must be transferred across the entire 
length of ei with cost w( ei). 
Next consider an edge er1 (a) E Eext,Ti>T2 (T1). In order to transform 
er1 (a) to er2 (a), a subtree of Ti must be transferred across a portion of 
er1 (a) oflength w(er1 (a)) - w(er2 (a) ). Thus: 
Dst(T1, T2) > 'l:eEEint(Ti) w(e) + 2=eEEext,Ti>T2 (T1) [w( €T1 (a)) - w(er2 (a))] 
0 
We say that nodes connected by 0-weight edges are equivalent and call 
the resulting equivalence classes super-nodes. Let ei, ... , ek be all positive 
weight edges incident to a super-node o. With 0 cost, we can re-connect the 
edges ei, ... , ek by any subtree, consisting of only 0 weight edges. In partic-
ular, the following observation will be useful in our subsequent descriptions. 
Observation. Let o be a super-node of T. Let ei, ... , ek be all posi-
tive weight edges incident on o. Pick any ei and €j. We can assemble 
{ e1, ... , ek} - { ei, ej} into a single subtree S with 0 cost; and then transfer 
S along ei by a distance d ~ w(ei)· The effect of this operation is that 
the edges ei, ... , ek are still incident on a super-node, and a portion of ei 
of length d is moved into ej. The total cost of this operation is d. We de-
note this operation by move( ei, d, ej)· This operation can be implemented 
in O(k) time using the adjacency-list representation of the tree (where the 
weight of the edge is also stored in the adjacency list). 
=> 
(1) 
=> 
(2) 
Figure 14: The operation move(e1,0.2,e3). (1) e2,e4,e5 are assembled into 
a tree S; (2) S is moved along e1 by a length of 0.2. 
Figure 5.2 shows an example of this operation. In the figure, the thin 
lines denote 0 weight edges and heavy lines denote positive weight edges. 
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A tree T is called a super-star if all of its internal edges have 0 weight. 
In other words, all external edges of a super-star T are incident to a single 
super-node. 
In the rest of this section, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 15 For any two weighted phylogenies Ti and T2, Dst(Ti, T2) can 
be approximated to within a factor of 2 in O(n2 logn) time. 
First, we describe the algorithm DST which approximates Dst(T1, T2) to 
within a factor of 2 for the special case when T1 and T2 do not have any good 
edge pairs. Then we will show how to apply the algorithm to the general 
case. 
The algorithm transforms T1 into a super-star Tf (by moving the weight 
of internal edges into external edges). Similarly, the algorithm transforms 
T2 into a super-star T2. The transformations are chosen to make Tf coincide 
with T2. To transform Ti to T2, we first transform Ti to Ti(= TD and 
then transform this to T2. Let T{ (resp. Tn denote the tree during the 
transformation of Ti (resp. T2). T{ (resp. T~) is initialized to be Ti (resp. 
T2). 
Algorithm DST: 
Step 0. Initialize T{ =Ti and T2 = T2. 
Step 1. While T{ is not a super-star yet and there is an external edge 
eT'(a) =(a, u) in T{ such that w(eT1(a)) < w(er.1(a)), do: 
1 1 2 
• Let ei be any positive weight internal edge of Tf incident on 
the super-node containing u. Let d = min{w(e1), [w(eT~(a)) -
w( er1(a))]}. 
1 
• Perform the operation rnove(e1, d, er'( a)) in T{. (Note: after 
1 
this move operation, either the entire length of ei is moved into 
eT'(a) or w(ey1(a)) = w(er1(a))). 
1 1 2 
(Note: after the loop terminates, either T{ is a super-star or w( eT{ (a)) ~ 
w(er.1(a)) for all leaf nodes a. Also we perform subtree-transfer only 
2 
on internal edges of Ti). 
Step 2. Similar to Step 1, with the roles of T{ and T2 swapped. 
Step 3. We transform T{ and T2 into two super-stars such that w(eT1(a)) = 
1 
w( er.' (a)) for all leaf nodes a. There are two possible cases as follows. 
2 
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Case 3.1. w(eT'(a)) = w(err(a)) for all leaf nodes a. Perform the fol-
1 2 
lowing loop to transform both T{ and T2 into super-stars. During 
the execution of the loop, we maintain the condition w(eT'(a)) = 
1 
w(e1~(a)) for all leaf nodes a (this condition implies that T{ is a 
super-star iff T2 is a super-star). 
Repeat 
Pick any edge e'I" (a) = (a, u1) in T{. Suppose that the cor-
1 
responding edge eri (a) in T2 is (a, u2). Let e 1 be any pos-
itive weight internal edge of T{ incident on the super-node 
containing u1. Let e2 be any positive weight internal edge 
of T2 incident on the super-node containing u2. Let d = 
min{w(ei), w(e2)}. In T{, perform the operation 
move(e1,d,er1(a)). In T2, perform the operation 
I 
rnove(e2, d, er;(a) ). (After this, we have moved the entire 
length of either e1 or e2 into external edges.) 
Until both T{ and T2 are super-stars. 
(Note: during this step, we perform subtree-transfer only on internal 
edges of T1 and T2). 
Case :3.2. There exists a leaf node a such that w(er{(a))-=/:- w(e1~(a)). 
This can happen only if both T{ and T2 are super-stars already. We 
need to make w ( eT{ (a)) = w ( e1~ (a)) for all leaf nodes a. This is 
done as follows. Partition L(T{) into three subsets A, B, and C as 
follows: A ( resp. B, C) is the set of leaf nodes a ( resp. b, c) such that 
w(eT{(a)) = w(er~(a)) (resp. w(er{(b)) < w(eri(b)), w(eT{(c)) > 
W ( eTi ( c))). 
Repeat 
Pick any edge eT' ( b) with b E B and e·T' ( c) with c E C. Let 
d = min{[w(eT{(c))-w(e,q(c))], [w(eri(b))-w(er{(b))]. In T{, 
perform move( eT' ( c), d, er' ( b)). Then: 
1 1 
• If d = w(e7~(b)) - w(er{(b)), remove b from B and put b 
into A. 
• If d = w(eT{(c)) - w(eri(c)), remove c from C and put c 
into A. 
• If d = w(eT'(c)) - w(eri(c)) = w(er1(b)) - w(eT'(b)), re-
1 2 2 1 
move b from B; remove c from C; put both b and c into 
A. 
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Until B = C = 0. 
Step 4. Now both Tf and T2 are super-stars and w(eT'(a)) = w(eT1(a)) 
1 1 
for all leaf nodes a. We adjust the topology of the super-nodes of T{ 
and T2 so that T{ and T2 are identical. 
Lemma 16 Assume that T1 and T2 do not share any good edge pairs. Then, 
algorithm DST approximates Dst(T1, T2) to within a factor of 2 in O(n2) 
time. 
Proof. We analyze the cost and running time of each step of the algorithm. 
We use the adjacency-list representation of a tree. Steps 0 and 4 incur no 
costs and can easily be implemented in O(n) time. During Steps 1, 2 and 
3.1, we only transfer subtrees across internal edges of Ti and T2. Over any 
portion of such an edge e, at most one subtree-transfer operation occurs. 
So the total cost of these steps is bounded above by Wint(T1) + Wint(T2). 
Moreover, it is easy to see that at most O(n) moves are performed during 
Steps 1,2, and 3.1, and since each move operation can be implemented in 
O(n) time, the total time for all these steps is at most O(n2). 
Next, consider Step 3.2. Before the repeat loop is entered, for any c EC, 
we have: 
• w(eT'(c)) = w(er1 (c)). (This is because no additional weight is moved 1 
to the edge er' ( c) during Steps 1 and 2). 
1 
• w(er2(c)) ~ w(er2 (c)). 
During Step 3.2, we only transfer subtrees across the edges er' (c) for c EC. 
1 
Fix such an edge. Note that any portion of eri(c) is traversed at most 
1 
once during Step 3.2. Once the length of er1(c) is reduced to w(er1(c)), 
1 2 
c is removed from C. So the portion of er1(c) traversed during Step 3.2 
1 
is w(er{(c)) - w(er2(c)) = w(er1 (c))-w(er2(c)) ~ w(er1(c))-w(er2 (c)). 
So the total cost of Step 3.2 is at most LcEc[w(er{(c)) - w(er2(c))] ~ 
LcEc[w(er1 (c)) - w(er2 (c))] ~ Wext,Ti>T2 (T1). Also, we perform at most 
O(n) move operations during Step 3.2, and hence this step can also be 
implemented in O(n2 ) time. 
Thus the total cost of the algorithm is bounded above by Wint(T1) + 
Wint(T2) + Wext,T1>T2 (T1), which is at most 2Dst(T1, T2) by Lemma 14. 0 
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Next, we show how to apply algorithm DST to achieve an approximation 
ratio of 2 when T1 and T2 may share some good edge pairs. We concentrate 
on the algorithm and omit implementation details. Let K be the number 
of good edge pairs in T1 and T2. Our algorithm is by induction on K. 
If K = 0, algorithm DST works by Lemma 16. Suppose K > 0. Let 
e1 = (u1, v1) E E(T1) and e2 = (u2, v2) E E(T2) be a good pair. Let T{ and 
T{' be the two subtrees of T1 partitioned by ei. Let T?_ and T!/ be the two 
subtrees of T2 partitioned by e2, where L(T{) = L(T)J and L(Tl') = L(T!/) . 
Assume w(E(T{)) .,:;: w(E(T?_)) < w(E(Tf)) + w(ei). (The other case 
can be handled in a similar way). Add a new edge ( u1 , x) to T{ and assign 
w( (u1, x )) = w(E(T?_)) -w(E(T{) ). Add a new edge (x, v1) to T{' and assign 
w((::r;,v1)) = w(e1) - w((u1,x)). Add a new edge ('u2,x) to T?_ and assign 
w((u2, :x:)) = 0. Add a new edge (x, v2) to T!/ and assign w((x, v2)) = w(e2). 
(See Figure 15). Note that the weights of all new edges are non-negative. 
~ v T1-~ 
~ 
v T2 ~ 
~ x x~ ~
~ 0 x ~ 2 
Figure 15: Cut each of T1 and T2 into two smaller trees. 
Now we have: L(T{) = L(T2) and w(T{) = w(T:D· We can normalize 
the weights of T{ and T?_ such that their sum is 1. By induction hypothesis, 
we can transform T{ to T?_ with cost at most 2D st (T{, T?_). Similarly, we 
can transform T{' to T?_' with cost at most 2Dst(T{', T?_'). Combining the two 
transfer sequences, we can transform T1 to T2 with cost at most 2Dst(T1, T2). 
The complete algorithm takes O(n2 logn) time. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 15. 
6 The Rotation Distance 
6.1 Rotation and its equivalences 
A rotation is an operation that changes one rooted binary tree into another 
with the same size. Figure 16 shows the general rotation rule. Note that the 
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rotation is an invertible operation. If a tree T is changed into T' by a rota-
tion, then T' can be changed back into T by another rotation. In a rooted 
binary tree of size n, there are n - 1 possible rotations, each corresponding 
a non-root node. 
rotation 'fii,.t u 
Eota.tion at v 
c 
Figure 16: The definition of rotation. 
A symmetric order traversal of a rooted tree visits all of the nodes exactly 
once. The order can be described recursively as follows: for a node in the 
tree, traverse its left subtree(if there is), visit the node itself, and then 
traverse its right subtree(if there is). A rotation maintains the symmetric 
order of the nodes. 
The rotation on binary trees can be formulated with respect to different 
systems of combinatorial objects and their transformations. The diagonal-
f:l.ip operation in triangulations is perhaps more intuitive and so supplies 
more insight. 
Consider the standard convex (n + 2)-gon. We choose an edge of the 
polygon as a distinguished edge, called "root edge", and label its ends as 0 
and n + 1. We also label the other n vertices from 1 to n counterclockwise. 
Any triangulation of the ( n + 2 )-gon has n triangles and n - 1 diagonals. 
l,From a triangulation of the (n + 2)-gon, we derive a binary tree of size 
n by assigning a node for each triangle and connecting two nodes if the 
corresponding triangles sharing a common diagonal. The root of the tree 
corresponds to the triangle containing the root edge. It is not difficult to see 
that the ith node of the binary tree in symmetric order corresponds to the 
triangle with vertices i, j and k such that j < i < k. In this way, we obtain 
a 1-1 correspondence between n-node binary trees and triangulations of the 
(n + 2)-gon as illustrated in Figure 17. 
A diagonal-flip is an operation that transforms one triangulation of a 
conve.x polygon into another as showed in Figure 18. A diagonal inside the 
polygon is removed, creating a quadrilateral. Then the opposite diagonal 
of this quadrilateral is inserted in place of the one removed, restoring a 
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l+IAl[r\J\] l+IBI 
subgon 'w subgon 
Figure 17: A triangulation and its corresponding n-node rooted binary tree. 
triangulation of the polygon. It is not difficult to see that diagonal-flips 
in a triangulation correspond one-to-one to rotations in the corresponding 
binary tree. 
Figure 18: A diagonal flip in a triangulation of the hexagon. 
Given a triangulation 7r of a polygon, we define the internal degree of a 
vertex v as the number of diagonals adjacent to v, denoted by id(v). Now 
let us see how ·id( v) is reflected in the corresponding binary tree. In a rooted 
binary tree T, the left ( resp. right) path is a maximal sequence of nodes 
that form a path starting at the root all of whose edges go in left (resp. 
right) direction. For a node v E T, the left and right subtree rooted at v 
are denoted by LTv and RTv respectively. Recall that all non-leaf nodes are 
internal nodes in a tree. The following result is of interest itself and has not 
appeared in literature to the best of the authors knowledge. 
Theorem 17 ({34]) S'uppose that the (n + 2)-gon P is oriented by labeling 
its vertices from 0 to n + 1 and (0, n + 1) is the root edge. Let 7r be a 
triangulation of P and T be the corresponding n-node rooted binary tree. 
Then 
(1) The internal degree id(O) of vertex 0 in P equals the number of in-
ternal nodes on the left path of T; 
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(2) The internal degree id(n + 1) of vertex n + 1 in P equals the number 
of internal nodes on the right path of T; 
(3) The internal degree ·id(i) of vertex i E P (0 < i < n + 1) equals the 
number of s·ubtrees at node i, which is at most 2, plu.s the number of internal 
nodes on the right path of the left subtree LTi and the number of internal 
nodes on the left path of the right subtree RTi. 
Other interesting relationship between a triangulation of a convex poly-
gon and its corresponding rooted binary tree can be found in a nice survey 
article [l]. 
6.2 Upper and lower bounds for the rotation distance 
Any rooted binary tree of size n can be converted into any other with the 
same size by performing an appropriate sequence of rotations. Therefore, we 
can define the rotation distance between two trees as the minimum number 
of rotations required to convert one tree into the other. Let rt(T1, T2) to 
denote the rotation distance between two trees T1 and T2. Define 
Similarly, we can define the diagonal flip distance between two triangulations 
of the n-gon and denote the maximum distance between any pair of such 
triangulations by fd(n). Obviously, rd(n) = fd(n + 2). 
Culik and Wood showed that rd(n) :::;; 2n - 2([6]). Sleator, Tarjan and 
Thurston improved this bound to 2n - 6 and showed that the bound is tight 
for all sufficiently large n using hyperbolic geometry. 
Theorem 18 ([41}) rd(n) = fd(n + 2) :::;; 2n - 6 for all n > 10. Further-
more, the equality holds for all sufficiently large n. 
The exact values of rd(n) for n :::;; 16 are listed below[41]. 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
rd(n) 0 1 2 4 5 7 9 11 12 15 16 18 20 22 24 26 
However, little is known about the lower bound for the rotation distance 
rd(T1, T2) of two given trees T1 and T2. The following two theorems are the 
only known lower bounds, which is presented in term of the diagonal flip 
distance for simplicity. The first one is a variant of lemma 3 in (41]. 
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Theorem 19 Let 7r1 and 7r2 be two triang'ulations of the n-gon. If 7r1 and 
7r2 have k different diagonals, then fd(1ri, 7r2) ~ k. 
Let 7r1 and 7r2 be two triangulations of the n-gon. Consider a sequence 
II of diagonal-flips that transforms 7r1 into rr2. A diagonal-flip (ab, cd) E II 
is aux'iliary if cd ~ 7r2. We also say that the flip (ab, cd) touches the vertices 
a, b, c, d. Let A(II) denote the set of all auxiliary diagonal-flips in S. Let IIII 
denote the number of flips in II. Then 
IIII ~ IA(II)I + n - 3. (1) 
Finally, a triangle of a triangulation is said to be internal if it contains three 
diagonals of the triangulation. 
Theorem 20 {/34)) Let 7r1 and 7r2 be two triangulations of a convex polygon 
and let v be a vertex of the polygon. Suppose that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(a) v is an end of at least two diagonals in 7r2, 
{b) v is not a vertex of any internal triangles in rr1 or 7r2, 
(c) v is not connected by a 7r2-diagonal to any vertices of internal trian-
gles in 7r2, and 
{d) flipping any 7rl -diagonal adjacent to v does not create a n2-diagonal. 
Then, there is at least one auxiliary diagonal touching v in any sequence 
II of diagonal-flips that converts 7r1 into 7r2. 
As showed in the next subsection, Theorem 20 is useful for estimating 
the diagonal flip distance between two triangulations. 
6.3 Approximating the rotation and diagonal flip distances 
Since the rotation and diagonal distance are equivalent, we just state results 
in term of the diagonal flip distance. 
Given two triangulations 7r1 and 7r2 with k different diagonals. Since 
every different 7r1-diagonal has to be flipped, any diagonal-flip transforma-
tion from one to another contains at least k flips. On the other hand, by 
Theorem 18, 2k flips are enough to transform 1T1 into 7r2. This implies an 
approximation with ratio 2. 
Theorem 21 The diagonal flip distance can be approximated with ratio 2 
in polynomial time. 
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However, it is very hard to develop a polynomial approximation algo-
rithm with constant ratio < 2 for the distance. In what follows, we prove a 
slightly better approximation. 
Theorem 22 ([34}) There is a polynomial approximation algorithm that, 
on the input of two triangulations n1 and n2 of the n-gon, output a diagonal 
flip transformation of length at most (2 - 4(d-l)fd+6)+1)fd(n1, n2), where d 
is the maximum number of diagonals adjacent a vertex in one of the given 
triangulations. 
Proof.Let e be a diagonal in 7r1 or ?T2. The diagonal e is said to be isolated if 
there is only one diagonal (in the other triangulation) crossing e. Given two 
triangulations of the n-gon. They may have some diagonals in common in 
general. All the common diagonals divide the rest of diagonals into disjoint 
subclasses. Each disjoint subclass together with common diagonals around 
it is called a cell. A desired algorithm is presented in Table 1. Obviously, 
the algorithm takes polynomial time. We analyze its approximation ratio 
as follows. 
'Without loss of generality, we assume that n1 and 7r2 do not have common 
diagonals. Suppose that the Do loop runs m1 times for isolated diagonals. 
Then, after the Do loop, 7r1 and n2 have been transformed into triangulations 
n1 and 7r2 which have m diagonals in common. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that different diagonals in 7r1 and ?T2 forms two triangulations 
of a convex (n - m)-gon. Note that fd(7r1, 7r2) = rn + fd(7rL ?T2). 
A vertex v E P is pure with respect to 7rf, if it is only an end of 7rf-
diagonals. Let Vi and V'2 denote the sets of pure vertices with respect to 7ri 
and 7r2 respectively. We first prove that 
Consider a shortest sequence S of diagonal flips that transforms ?Ti into ?T2. 
Since there are no isolated edges in both 7r1 and ?T2, each vertex in Vi is an 
end of at least two 7r1-diagonals. By Theorem 20, for each node in V1, there 
is at least one auxiliary flip touching it. Since each auxiliary flip can touch 
at most 4 vertices, there are at most IVil/4 auxiliary flips in S. Hence, by 
Inequality (1), fd(?T1, 7r2) ~ (n - m) - 3 + IVil/4. 
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Input: Two triangulations 11"1 and 7f2; 
Do until the following 'if' conditions fails 
if there are isolated diagonals then 
pick such an edge e; 
let e' be the unique diagonal that intersects e; 
if e' E 7ft then 7f1 := 7!"1 + e - e' else n2 := n2 + e - e'; 
Enddo 
Let the resulting polygon triangulations have k cells Pi(·i :S: k), and let 
1fj lg denote the restriction of 7l"J on Pi for j = 1, 2 and i :S: k; assume Pi 
has ni vertices. 
For each cell f'i 
Endfor 
pick a node v; 
transform 7f1 IP, into the unique triangulation 1T all of whose 
diagonals have one end at v using at most ni steps; 
transform 7r into n2 I pi reversely. 
Table 1: Trans! ormation algorithm. 
Similarly, by considering pure vertices with respect to 7f2, we are able to 
prove that fd(?T~, 7r2) 2 (n - m) - 3 + IV21/4. Combining these two bounds 
together, we obtain that 
(2) 
On the other hand, one can prove that there are at least d-7f-31Vi\-(d+ 
2)\V2\ vertices satisfying the conditions in Theorem 20. Thus, by Inequality 
(1) id( I I) > ( ) 3 n-m 3IVil (d+2)IV2I s· ·1 1 h , 7r1, 7r2. _ n - m - + 4(d-l) - 4 - 4 . im1 ar y, we ave 
f d(1T1 7r1 ) > (n - m) - 3 + -11::1I!:... - 31V2I - (d+2l1Vil Combining these two l > 2 - ' 4(d-1) 4 4 . 
inequalities together, we have that 
fd( , ')>( _ )- 3 + n-m _ (d+5)(1Vi\+IV2I) 
n1,n2 - n m 4(d- l) 8 (3) 
By (2) and (3), fd(7r1, 7r2) = m+ fd(Tr~, 7r2) 2 m+(n-m) (1+ 4(d-l~(d+B) )-3. 
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The algorithm transforms ni to n2 using at most M = 2(n - m) + m = 
2n - m flips, which is less than (2 - 4(d-l)Cd+6)+1)fd(n1, n2). This finishes 
the proof. o 
Furthermore, [34] also presented a polynomial approximation algorithm 
with ratio 1.97 for the diagonal flip transformation between two triangula-
tions without internal triangle. Such a triangulation corresponds to a rooted 
binary tree without degree 3 internal nodes. 
6.4 Miscellaneous remarks 
The diagonal flip operation was early studied by Wagner [45] in the context 
of arbitrary triangulated planar graphs and by Dewdney [11] in the case of 
graphs of genus one. They showed that any such graph can be transformed 
to any other by diagonal flips. However, they did not try to accurately es-
timate how many flips are necessary. After [41] was published, the rotation 
and diagonal flip operations have been studied in several aspects. Pallo [36] 
proposed a heuristic search algorithm to compute the rotation distance be-
tween two given trees. Hurtado, Noy and Urrutia [24] studied diagonal flips 
in arbitrary polygons. Guibas and Hershberger [18] abstracted polygon mor-
phing as a sequence of rotations on weighted binary trees and Hershberger 
and Suri [23] proved that a weighted rooted binary tree can be converted 
into any other in at most O(nlogn) rotations. 
7 Open Questions 
In this section, we list some open questions concerning the nni and subtree-
transfcr distances. 
l. Give a constant ratio approximation algorithm for the nni distance on 
unweighted evolutionary trees or prove that the ratio O(log n) is the 
best possible. 
2. Is the linear-cost subtree-transfer distance NP-hard to compute on 
weighted evolutionary trees? 
3. Can we improve the approximation ratios for subtree-transfer distance 
on unweighted or weighted evolutionary trees? 
4. Are there simple approximation algorithms for the rotation distance 
with nontrivial ratios? 
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